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There is substantially increased demand for space systems with the capability for 
inspection and rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) driven by the future 
markets of satellite servicing, space logistics, and in space assembly and manu-
facturing (ISAM). This paper details the implementation of flight software for the 
navigation and control of multiple vehicles performing a cooperative formation 
flight mission for inspection and rendezvous along with the supporting simulation 
environment and system testing. Relative estimation is per-formed based on range 
measurements derived from visual fiducials from monocular cameras and vali-
dated with real-time simulation of imagery processed by a software in the loop 
simulation framework. This mission accomplished using a flight software suite 
assembled from Emergent’s flight-proven Navigator and Autopilot products, 
providing absolute and relative spacecraft positioning and autonomous maneuver-
ing respectively, and have been augmented by other components for processing 
of the visual data for the generation of range measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is increasing demand for rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) capabilities from 
civil, commercial, and the defense sectors of the space industry. Civil and commercial space are 
interested in the potential for satellite servicing, autonomous refueling and life extension, and In 
Space Assembly and Manufacturing (ISAM) to revolutionize spaced based operations and enable 
previously impossible mission capabilities. In addition to these capabilities the defense sector needs 
enhanced RPO capabilities to support missions such as Space Domain Awareness (SDA) and de-
fensive and offensive counterspace. Finally, RPO is a critical enabler for missions such as Active 
Debris Removal (ADR) which may be necessary to ensure the future of all human activities in 
space.  

Emergent Space Technologies (Emergent) has been developing autonomous spacecraft naviga-
tion and control flight software (FSW) since the DARPA System F6 program. The objective of F6 
was to develop software for autonomous spacecraft cluster or formation flight. The software devel-
oped for F6 has been matured into Emergent’s Autopilot and Navigator products and flown for US 
Government (USG) efforts and will be deployed as part of the NASA Starling Mission in 2023. 
RPO is frequently broken down into far-field, near-field, and proximity operations with the first 
two being separated by the distance when relative measurements can be generated between the SVs 
and the latter being defined by when interactions between the SVs can no longer modeled by point 
masses traveling through space. The dynamics of the cluster flight problem that Autopilot has 
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already solved are extremely similar to those of far-field and near-field RPO problems and Navi-
gator provides a framework for ingesting measurement types relevant to RPO. This combined with 
their flight heritage make Autopilot and Navigator an ideal candidate for enabling future RPO mis-
sions. This paper describes the implementation of Autopilot and Navigator to enable autonomous 
RPO using optical fiducials as an example relative pose measurement as well as the test environ-
ment used for the implementation. 

FLIGHT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS  

In addition to Autopilot, Navigator, and Guardian which are described below, a prototype FSW 
application for generating relative pose estimates was implemented. These applications were im-
plemented using Emergent’s Gear FSW framework. Gear allows for applications to be deployed 
on different underlying Modular Open System Architecture frameworks such as NASA’s Core 
Flight System (cFS) or the Robot Operating System (ROS). 

Autopilot 

Autopilot provides semi-autonomous maneuver guidance and control for a spacecraft or a group 
of spacecraft flying in formation. Autopilot is made up of three main services:  

1. Cluster Flight Manager (CFM): Maintains an inventory of spacecraft within and relevant to the 
formation and manages external interfaces with Autopilot and external systems. This inventory is 
implemented with a limited number of entries because of the computational and memory require-
ments of planning operations.  
 

2. Orbit Maintenance Service (OMS): Monitors orbital status of vehicles, predicts violation of orbital 
constraints, validates potential orbits, and monitors collision probability for vehicles in CFM’s in-
ventory.  
  

3. Maneuver Planning Service (MPS): Generates maneuver plans based on requests from OMS. A 
maneuver plan is a series of one or more maneuvers for one or more modules to reach a target or-
bit(s) within a specified time window. MPS allows a requestor to specify maneuver goals, con-
straints, and design parameters, and responds with optimized maneuver plans that are computed 
using a combination of simulated annealing (SA), a finite burn solver, and linear programing (LP) 
for optimization. The optimization requires iteration consisting of multiple steps, each of which is 
responsible for checking different constraints, as summarized in Figure 1. SA is used to search the 
maneuver planning space for candidate solutions. A candidate solution from the SA algorithm is 
passed to a finite burn solver, which uses the Gim-Alfriend state transition matrix (STM) to solve 
a LP problem and convert the SA output into a sequence of finite burns. The resulting finite ma-
neuver’s cost is weighted by total maneuver cost and constrained by a maximum maneuver magni-
tude. The process repeats until the requirements are satisfied or an SA iteration limit is reached. 
[1] 

 

In addition to the services described above vehicles in the autopilot cluster run a Maneuver 
Monitoring Service (MMS) that is responsible for communicating maneuver commands to the 
spacecraft bus and processing the results.   
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Figure 1: Autopilot Maneuver Planning Pipeline 

Navigator 

Navigator provides a validated efficient on-board extended Kalman Filter for spacecraft opera-
tions that is used to supply real-time state information to Autopilot. Navigator can associate state 
elements with each cluster module to fuse sensor measurements coming from multiple modules. 
Navigator also supports Consider Kalman Filtering of states. Consider filtering enables parametric 
uncertainty to be included in covariance calculations without explicitly estimating the uncertain 2 
states, providing potentially a large computational savings. [2] Navigator enables efficient onboard 
navigation that accounts for: 

1. Absolute position and velocity 
2. Relative position and velocity 
3. GPS clock bias and drift 
4. Relative range sensor bias  
5. Unmodelled accelerations  

This enables substantially more accurate and repeatable navigation and autonomous guidance 
when coupled with Autopilot as demonstrated by the Monte Carlo analysis comparing operations 
with Navigator and with standard GPS Position, Velocity, and Timing (PVT) in Figure 2. Navigator 
nominally operates using GPS and this operation has been demonstrated in flight and through var-
ious validation efforts. Additionally, Navigator measurement models allow it to process measure-
ments of range and its derivatives expressed in International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) and 
prior to the efforts presented here had the capacity to process relative measurements for range and 
range rate between spacecraft enabling the generation of relative navigation solutions when GPS is 
unavailable. This capability was extended to process general vector range measurments. This is 
achieved by breaking the measuremnt into individual ICRF ranges and processing them with the 
EKF, so it is limited be the assumption of diagonal measurment covariance.  

Guardian 

Guardian is Emergent’s Fault Detection, Identification, and Recovery (FIDR) suit. It provides 
a modular framework for modeling and detecting faults and implementing recovery actions. For 
cluster flight applications fault monitoring capabilities for monitoring GPS perfromance, thruster 
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performance, cluster formation quality, and crosslink communications functionality have been im-
plemented.  

 
Figure 2: Monte Carlo Performance of Autopilot using Navigator and Standard GPS 

PVT 

Pose Measurement Software 

In order to preform near-field RPO operations with Autopilot and Navigator the software had 
to be provided relative measurements. It would be possible to simply generate simulated measure-
ments based on the distance between the SVs and feed them to Navigator using Emergent’s Ascent 
modeling and simulation tool, but that would not allow the FSW testing to reflect the processing 
requirements of a realistic system given that image processing to generate pose measurements is a 
relatively computationally intensive task. A simple FSW application was implemented to process 
visual fiducials based on April Tags. [3] This application was capable of receiving imagery, search-
ing for the presence of April tags, generating a relative pose measurement between the tag and the 
camera, and publishing that pose measurement.  

SIMULATED IMAGERY GENERATION 

The capability to generate simulated imagery for RPO scenarios was added to Ascent. This was 
achieved leveraging the open source OpenFrames imaging library that Emergent maintains. Open-
Frames is the visualization library that driver NASA’s Copernicus and GMAT trajectory design 
tools as well as Emergent’s Ascent visualizations. It can be used for the generation of complex 
space based scenes including effects such as shadowing. It’s visual fidelity has been demonstrated 
in multiple scientific applications such as the generation of synthetic star fields. Figure 3 show 
examples of OpenFrames capabilities based on the Osiris-REx mission. [4] [5] 
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To generate synthetic images a scene was rendered using Vista, Ascent’s OpenFrames based 
visualization utility. The scene reflected the current state data of the SVs from the Ascent simula-
tion. Noise was then added to the Ascent generated images using the OpenCV image manipulation 
library, a result can be seen in Figure 4. This image was then transmitted to Gear’s Payload Interface 
application so that it could be published to and processed by the pose measurement application. A 
3D model of an SV with 6 April Tags, one on each side, was build and used when generating 
simulated imagery.  

 

 

  
Figure 3: A demonstration of OpenFrames Visualization Capabilities based on the  

Osiris-REx Mission. Top: Trajectory planning and shadowing. Bottom: Synthetic Star Field 
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Figure 4: Vista Scene and Camera Simulator with Noise added (Note: the noise in this image 

is added at an exaggerated level for demonstration) 

NAVIGATOR RELATIVE SOLUTION TESTING 

The performance of Navigator for estimating the relative position of an RSO based on relative 
measurements was validated against the “truth” data taken from the Ascent simulation. The meas-
urements were based on a Software-in-the-Loop simulation using Ascent’s synthetic image gener-
ation. A convergence of the filter with 375 meters of along-track separation between SVs is shown 
in Figure 5. Additionally, the relative navigation with Navigator with relative SV motion between 
the agent and RSO was tested. This demonstrated that Navigator was able to maintain an estimate 
of the relative position when the fiducial was visible and that it was able to successfully determine 
when it’s navigation estimate was unreliable based on the covariance as shown in Figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 5: Navigator Performance Ingesting Relative Measurements 
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Figure 6: Dynamic Relative Navigation Estimation Using Navigator 

COOPERATIVE MULTI-AGENT INSPECTION 

 
Figure 7: Simplified Data Flow for the Cooperative Multi-Agent Inspection Demonstra-

tion 

Autopilot, Navigator, and Guardian were used to demonstrate and integrated suite enabling 
multi agent inspection. A simplified data flow for this FSW deployment is shown in Figure 7. This 
demonstration, shown in Figure 8, illustrated that the Emergent FSW enabled multiple agents to 
circumnavigate a central RSO to inspect it from all angles. Relative maneuvers such as the ability 
to change the angle and phase of the inspector’s orbit enabling adjustment of the inspection orbit if 
required were demonstrated.  
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Figure 8: Multi Agent Inspection Demonstration  

 

RELATIVE NAVIGATION AND MANEUVERING 

The full pose estimation and maneuver planning pipeline with synthetic image generation from 
Ascent was demonstrated. This included receipt of synthetic imagery using a Gear Payload Inter-
face Manager, processing with the Gear April Tag processing application, estimation of the position 
based on those measurements in Navigation, and Maneuver planning and execution based on that 
position estimate using Autopilot. This demonstration is shown in Figure 10.  

 
Figure 9: Simplified Data Flow for the Relative Navigation and Maneuvering Demon-

stration 
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Figure 10: Near field estimation pipeline with Ascent generated images and FSW April 

Tag detection 

For the FSW suite described a single vehicle inspection is a more challenging case for the soft-
ware. Autopilot was designed to manage trajectories and safety for cluster of up to 20 vehicles and 
consequently all the complexity of multiple vehicle management and control is managed by the 
software. Having more inspection vehicles results in more measurements of the RSO that can be 
shared over crosslink and used to estimate the RSO position using Navigator. The case with a single 
inspection vehicle results in more periods when the fiducials are not in view and measurements can 
not be processed by Navigator. In this single inspector case Autopilot must operate with greater 
uncertainty in the stare of the RSO when planning maneuvers. Two cases of this single vehicle case 
are shown below. In the first the inspector’s orbit takes it past the RSO and it performs a maneuver 
to reverse the relative drift so it can pass let the RSO move ahead in the general along-track direc-
tion. In the second case the inspector commands a close maneuver so it can pass within 40 metes 
of the RSO for a close inspection. Figure 11 and Figure 13 shows the true trajectory of the agent 
relative to the RSO compared with the estimate and the performance of the position estimate based 
on the fiducial measurements shown in Figure 12 and Figure 14. [6] 
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Figure 11: Relative Navigation and Maneuvering for the Dual Flyby Case 

 

 
Figure 12: FSW Navigation Performance with Fiducial Based Navigation for the Dual 

Flyby Case 
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Figure 13: Relative Navigation and Maneuvering for the Close Inspection Case 

 
Figure 14: FSW Navigation Performance with Fiducial Based Navigation for the Close 

Inspection Case 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This software suite demonstrates the feasibility of autonomous missions with CONOPS focus-
ing on estimation and autonomous control for multi agent inspection and rendezvous using flight 
proven software components. This validates the feasibility of autonomous software to meet the 
needs of multi-agent RPO CONOPS from organizations such as AFRL, NASA, and the Space 
Force. Future work will focus on the implementation of different methods for generating range 
measurements and on extending the testing presented to full verification and validation for future 
flight efforts.  
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